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It's very interesting and it shows how massively the intelligence of people has fallen, in why so
many people consider the bible important.
For example, there are hundreds of texts (that thankfully survived) that talk about Gods, cosmology,
and many other things. Which are all equally a fairytale when one reads it from a normal
perspective. However for some reason some people consider that a fairytale. Because it truly is.
However if we take this on this level (The average Christian reads the texts on such) there are so
many other wonderful fairy tales to follow. Such as the Veda, for example.
One simple question to ask a Christian: "Why is the bible legit and/or important?". They have
nothing to tell you. "Because it's the word of god" is probably the answer. Well scarcely it has any.
One reads some philosophers from old and they see an unending amount of wisdom, positive
advice, and many other interesting things. Logically speaking one doesn't have to take the bible
seriously. Which is why many people are atheists. In a technical form as well this book is lousy and
useless.
But for some reason people 'decide' that the Jewish fairytale of world domination is the best one for
them. Truly so they have never read it. No Christian has ever read the bible cover to cover. Or they
would know a thing or two. Such as that the bible, within the bible, prohibits it's interpretation. And
that it must be taken as it is.
However these Christians go later to tell you about the guy X who made theory X about the bible.
The bible is 2000 pages long in some translations, even more. Translations and the softness of the
words used range. From 'children acceptable' to 'truly as the Jews imagined it', with all the gore
details involved. It speaks of rape, gore, all sorts of other crazy and bizarre Jewish stories. Because
it's reprehensible and stupid, people try to 'interpret' it. You can make it fit and support just about
anything. This is the same thing with liars, they can support anything, because they indeed have
nothing in them. The same thing is the bible.
What many people confuse is popularity with truth. If we had 1 billion followers here nobody
would be questioning our 'legitimacy' and nobody would really try to do these under-belt attacks to
our doctrine. Some out of fear, some others for other reasons. Now we receive endless attacks for
stating the obvious. Why this happens? Because we kill nobody, we terrorize nobody on a personal
level, nor we preach taking over the sword. Which is exactly what Christianity did.
The Christians are basically afraid and low IQ people. They take whatever is presented to them at
face value. Why? Because the Jew said so. And why don't they leave their beliefs? Fear and
comfort. There are benefits for being a Christian, you live your life as a materialistic animal, and
you serve the Jewish agenda, which provides with social acceptance, shekels, and the fake feeling
of power by beating people in the face with a thick book. If someone reaches the higher strata of
such religion such as the Vatican, they can rape freely, and enjoy their little and small lifetime in
swimming in golden bathtubs, while promoting on the masses the 'god of the wretched'.

If you preach the Christian message of communism, you will not really make any enemies either,
especially in a world such as this. And so long you brawl like an idiot to white wash it, the Jew is
always happy because he has won against you at level 1, before any level. That of fooling you to get
engaged into their foul excrement. From there on they work with magick and massive social
deception to attain their purposes easily.
Many people say the bible is herd mentality. Which is partially true. However the people I have
noticed that serve the enemy, have a huge ego. They like to enslave other people over stupidity and
channel the limited power handed to them by the Jews through the bible, the text and the
correlations, to enslave other people for no reason whatsoever. It's a bargain. Are you disabled,
stupid, and retarded? Are you bored to do anything meaningful to gain the respect of people in this
world? You take the bible in your hand and go preach it, (((We))) will handle the rest. And so goes
the useless Goy in many ways with deceit, to get it's part in the criminal Mafia scheme that is called
Christianity.
Preying on the sentimental nature of people, and viciously attacking them over their worst fears and
their highest aspirations, one manages to enslave a few stupid people here and there. And the bigger
the Mafia, the more the victims. It's basically a contract where you take part in the slaver's house to
enslave what you can, and you get something in return out of it.
One example here is the "Christian Analysts" and others who take the Christian dogma and try to
endlessly pervert it to fill some different ideology. Which is basically UPDATING it according to
the will of the Goyim at this time. Constantly altering it every next month, to go with the flow.
Christianity is the religion for the stupid, the meek, the traitorous, and the fearful. This is why these
people are only destined to die at the feet of the Jew. The Jew has won over them by doing
absolutely nothing, and the powers that be have enslaved them without any effort, but some silly
imaginary threats about 'hell'. They do not deserve to exist either. Eventually the price they pay is
they lose their mind, lose their vitality, and pay many prices on the afterlife as well for serving the
true evil forces of this world. After all these forces have told them in their own book (but they never
read it...) what is going to happen to them for such. This category of people is in the mercy of any
power that be. And this is a 'sad' fact.
From every perspective, not only the bible is useless, but not legit. It's like a Jewish porn magazine,
expressing a Jewish wet dream about the world. Why should one give any attention or care to such
thing?
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